What is the role of the supplementary motor area in movement initiation?
The hierarchical position of the supplementary motor area (SMA) relative to the primary motor cortex is discussed on the basis of neurological observations and of animal experiments. In the last 10 years evidence has accumulated, especially from studies on the human brain, that the supplementary motor area is a hierarchically superior structure involved in the processes of movement initiation. Single unit studies in subhuman primates also revealed neuronal populations related to aspects of movement preparation rather than to the movement per se. However, we report that a surprisingly large subpopulation of SMA neurones has features classically found in the primary motor cortex (MI). These MI-like neurones precede movement onset by a relatively short interval. The occurrence of such "short-lead neurones" was somewhat higher in MI, but the histograms of lead-times were completely overlapping in the two areas. Taken together with the fact that the SMA is microexcitable and is part of the origin of the pyramidal tract, these findings suggest that the SMA functions also in parallel with MI as concluded by Woolsey and coworkers (1952). Finally, the SMA and MI are reciprocally interconnected, a situation which is not unlike that of the cortical visual areas.